Carhart notch 2-kHz bone conduction threshold dip: a nondefinitive predictor of stapes fixation in conductive hearing loss with normal tympanic membrane.
To evaluate the significance of the Carhart notch (a 2-kHz bone conduction threshold dip [2KBD]) in the diagnosis of stapes fixation by comparing its incidence among ears with various ossicular chain abnormalities. Retrospective study. University hospital. A total of 153 ears among 127 consecutive patients with a congenital ossicular anomaly or otosclerosis. The 2KBD depth was defined as the threshold at 2 kHz minus the mean of thresholds at 1 and 4 kHz. The presence of 2KBD (depth, ≥10 dB), 2KBD depth, relationship between 2KBD depth and air-bone gap, and 2-kHz bone conduction recovery after operation were evaluated in a stapes fixation group (which included cases of otosclerosis and congenital stapes fixation), an incudostapedial joint detachment group, and a malleus or incus fixation group. A 2KBD was present in 32 of 102 stapes fixation ears (31.4%), 5 of 19 incudostapedial joint detachment ears (26.3%), and 6 of 20 malleus or incus fixation ears (30.0%) (12 ears had other diagnoses). The mean (SD) 2KBD depths were 17.3 (5.2) dB in the stapes fixation group, 18.5 (2.2) dB in the incudostapedial joint detachment group, and 16.3 (2.1) dB in the malleus or incus fixation group. No statistically significant differences were noted among these 3 groups. No correlation was noted between 2KBD depth and air-bone gap extent. Recovery of 2-kHz bone conduction threshold in the stapes fixation group was less than that in the other 2 groups. Incidence of 2KBD was similar among the stapes fixation, incudostapedial joint detachment, and malleus or incus fixation groups, implying that 2KBD is not a useful predictor of stapes fixation.